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About the series

• Description
• This series provides an introduction to dissemination and 

implementation (D&I) science and a theoretical foundation to translate 
evidence into clinical practice, health policy, or public health.

• Sessions
• Wed, 9/29: Integrating Implementation Science Frameworks and 

Behavioral Theory into Implementation Research
• Wed, 10/13: Process Evaluation and Implementation Monitoring



A little about me…

• A faculty member in the Departments of Implementation Science (primary), 
Epidemiology & Prevention, and Family & Community Medicine.

• I have formal training in exercise science, health behavior, epidemiology, & 
implementation science.

• I’ve been conducting implementation science research since 2003.
• The primary focus of my research has been the epidemiology of health 

behaviors related to obesity and the design, delivery, and evaluation of 
interventions to promote physical activity and healthy eating prevent or 
treat obesity or related comorbidities.



Recommended 
Texts

• Dissemination and 
Implementation Research in 
Health: Translating Science 
to Practice (2nd Edition)

• Ross C. Brownson, 
Graham A. Colditz, Enola 
K. Proctor

• Handbook on 
Implementation Science

• Per Nilsen & Sarah A. 
Birken
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Objectives

• By the end of this lecture, learners will be able to…
• Explain the state of D&I models within the field
• Describe the components of the consolidated framework for 

implementation research
• Describe the components of RE-AIM for dissemination research
• Describe the role of behavioral theory in D&I research



When is an innovation ready to be 
disseminated and implemented?
• In a perfect world…

• We’d have a systematic review of the evidence for an innovation
• In a less perfect world…

• We would at least have a successful effectiveness study
• In reality, things are complicated



Frameworks that can guide 
Dissemination & Implementation 
Research
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Many models to choose from…



Why do we choose a certain model?

Most important criteria in a survey of implementation researchers 
and practitioners:
• Empirical support
• Explanatory power/testability
• Applicability to setting
• Description of change process
• Analytic level

Birken SA. Criteria for selecting implementation frameworks and theories among implementation researchers and 
practitioners. 9th Annual Conference on the Science of Dissemination and Implementation in Health. Washington 
DC. Dec 2016



Considerable variability in focus, 
flexibility, and level of focus exists



http://dissemination-
implementation.org/in
dex.aspx

Searchable website

http://dissemination-implementation.org/index.aspx


Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research 

Damschroder, L.J., et al., Fostering implementation of health services research findings into practice: a consolidated framework for 
advancing implementation science. Implement Sci, 2009. 4: p. 50.



CFIR domains

• Intervention characteristics
• Outer setting
• Inner setting
• Characteristics of individuals
• Process
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CFIR: Intervention



CFIR: Outer setting



CFIR: Inner setting



CFIR: Inner setting



CFIR: Individuals



CFIR: Process



The RE-AIM Framework

www.re-aim.org



The RE-AIM Framework

• Focus on enhancing:
• Reach – Participation rates and representativeness
• Effectiveness – Breadth (quality of life), including 

negative or unintended effects
• Adoption - Setting and staff participation rate and 

representativeness
• Implementation – Consistency, adaptation and costs of 

the program
• Maintenance – Extent to which program and effects are 

sustained

Gaglio B, et al. The RE-AIM Framework: A systematic review of use over time. Am J Public Health. 2013 Jun;103(6):e38-46.

Kessler RS, et al. What does it mean to “Employ” the RE-AIM Model? Eval Health Prof. 2012 Mar; 36(1):44-66.



Why is this important? Impact of 
loss at each RE-AIM CONCEPT

Example of  Translation of Interventions into Practice 

Dissemination Step RE-AIM Concept % Impact

Example of  Translation of Interventions into Practice 
Dissemination Step RE-AIM Concept % Impact

50% of settings use intervention Adoption 50.0%

50% of staff take part Adoption 25.0%

50% benefit from the 
intervention

Effectiveness 3.2%

50% continue to benefit after six 
months

Maintenance 1.6%

50% of patients identified, accept Reach 12.5%

50% follow regimen correctly Implementation 6.2%



Example of RE-AIM in action

The purpose of this manuscript is to describe the RE-AIM framework, the process and
materials developed for a one-day workshop in Guadalajara, and the acceptability and
satisfaction of participants that attended the workshop.



RE-AIM 
components 
used in the 

development and 
implementation 
of the workshop



Program examples used for interactive activities to demonstrate RE-AIM constructs



What about the role of Theory?



A word on change theories

• There have been countless theories developed to explain 
behavior at the policy, system, environment, organization, and 
individual levels.

• The level of empirical or setting specific support for each varies 
considerably.

• Depending on the level you’re intervening, several theories or 
theoretical constructs may be necessary to understand the 
determinants, mediators, and moderators of change.



Ecological Levels

Policy

System

Setting: Environments 
& Individuals

Patient

RE-AIM

Reach Adoption Effectiveness Implementation Maintenance

How does this all fit together?

Theories of Policy Process

Behavior
Change Theories

Organizational
Change Theories

Environmental Change Theories



Summary

• Several models and frameworks exist to guide D&I 
research

• We probably don’t need another one
• Existing models and frameworks can be tailored for use in 

specific settings using empirical data
• Policy, system, environment, organization, and individual 

behavior change theories can inform the application of 
these models and frameworks
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Questions?
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